Iris & Facial
Recognition
iT100 Time Clock for the Modern Workforce
VCS offers iT100 iris and facial recognition time clocks,
a best of breed authentication process available today.
Iris recognition simply involves taking a picture of
the iris to provide identity authentication without PIN
numbers, passwords or cards. It’s the most accurate of
the commonly used biometric technologies and an ideal
touchless data collection solution for your employees
during the pandemic and beyond.
iT100 time clocks integrate with VCS workforce
management software to increase accuracy, speed and
eliminate buddy punching at the time clock.

HOW IT WORKS

ADVANTAGES
Most accurate of
the commonly used
biometric technologies

Hands-free
technology to keep
your workforce safe

Identity authentication
without PIN numbers,
passwords or cards

INTERACTIVE MODE
VCS In this setting, the employee who is punching in or
out first scans their iris or face. If the iT100 recognizes the
employee, a screen shows up with two options: punch
in or punch out. As soon as the employee selects one of
these buttons, the iT100 sends that information to your
VCS platform in real-time, storing the punch record in our
system instantly. Employees also receive a text message
and/or a push notification notifying them about their
punch activity.
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Syncs data in real-time
for instant access to
key reports
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Allows employees
to view & track
hours worked
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Saves time & eliminates
common manual errors
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In this setting, the iT100 is always ready to scan for iris/
face, and the moment the camera detects and recognizes
an employee, it sends that information directly to your
VCS platform. Our algorithm then processes it by running
through several checks in order to determine whether
it was a punch in or a punch out, and then stores that
information accordingly. Employees also receive a text
message and/or a push notification notifying them about
their punch activity.

100% protection
against buddy
punching
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For more info visit
vcssoftware.com
or call: 888-864-4144

Calculates & converts
hours directly to your
payroll provider

